Electrophoretic Investigations of Blood Serum in Fasted Rats
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Effect of fasting and prosperity or decay of serum proteins of rats were studied with electrophoretic and other techniques.

Total concentration of serum protein decreased progressively during fasting, and at the same time volume of the circulating serum was also observed to decrease. These results reflected in a rise in arterial hematocrit value.

As for compositions of blood serum, about 45% of albumin was lost during three-day-fasting, whereas an amount of globulins lost during the same periods of fasting was about 37%. Among globulins, $\alpha_2$, $\beta$- and $\gamma$-fractions were observed to decrease significantly. These decays might bring about some alterations in a mode of drug transfer in the body. Using these sera in vitro equilibrium dialysis was performed. Serum protein binding of sulfamethoxazole had a tendency to decrease with increasing periods of fasting, probably due to a fall in the concentration of serum albumin in fasted rats.

Reduction in the amount of proteins of blood serum, particularly albumin, was assumed to affect the drug transfer in body and some discussions about the drug efficacy in fasted rats were made.
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Interaction of drugs with serum proteins is thought to be one of the un-negligible factors in attempting to evaluate an efficacy of a drug in therapy because many drugs bind to serum proteins in respective degree and the fraction bound may not exert the pharmacological effect until it is dissociated from the protein complex. In addition to such physico-chemical properties of drugs, physiological conditions of animal may be probable to bring about changes in response to drugs as well. A decrease in the quantity of available serum proteins as a result of disease, for instance, a malnutrition may lead to an increased intensity of drug efficacy because the fraction of unbound drug is increased with a decrease of protein concentration, if the drug is ordinarily bound to serum proteins.

In the course of our studies initiated with the purpose to investigate how the drug absorption from intestine would be modified in the fasted animal, there observed many physiologically interesting evidences; one of which was a fasting-induced increase in hematocrit value. In other words, there occurred a decrease in the volume of blood serum in proportion to the duration of fasting. Blood serum is the common medium through which all exchanges of nutrition and other substances are made in the body and it is serum through which the drug is transported to sites of action, excretion and metabolism. Therefore, in such a physiologically undesirable condition as a decreased volume of blood serum, drug transfer within body may be probable to be largely impaired.

Although serum deficits are one of the predominant characteristics of fasting as is stated below in the present work, how serum is affected by an acute fasting is not always completely elucidated yet. For studies of the effect on serum proteins of diseases and other abnormalities
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in men and also experimental animals, electrophoretic investigations are now of most value. In the present work, relations between fasting and serum proteins of rats were studied with the electrophoretic and other techniques and some discussions concerning the meaning of fasting-induced changes in characteristics of serum were made, but an effect of alterations of serum proteins produced by fasting on the drug transfer in body was not investigated yet in the present work, although more detailed investigations should be of course necessary in future.

Experimental

Drugs and Chemicals——Sulfamethoxazole, diphenylhydantoin and other chemicals used in the present work were of analytical grade and were obtained from a commercial source (Nakarai Chemical Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) and used without further purification.

Animal——Male albino rats of Wistar strain were used in all the experiments. The rats purchased were housed in stainless-steel cages in an animal room maintained at 23 ± 2°C and free access to tap water and a commercial solid food for laboratory rats (Oriental Yeast Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for periods of at least three days before the experiments in order to acclimatize to laboratory conditions.

Rats of about 170 g in body weight were randomly separated into two groups, one group was deprived of food for a given period of time but allowed free access to tap water (the fasted group), and the other group of animals provided with both food and water freely (the non-fasted control group). Details are described in the other paper.

Electrophoresis——Electrophoretic analyses were performed according to the standard operation method. An aliquot of serum samples was applied on the buffer-impregnated strip made of a cellulose acetate membrane (Separac®, Johko Sangyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The strip was attached to the electrophoretic tank. Separations on the serum samples were carried out for 25 min at 0.7 mA in veronal buffer solution, pH 8.6, ionic strength 0.06 on the strip. After the run was completed, the strip was dried and then dyed with ponceau-3R solution. The relative amounts of proteins in the fraction were determined by using the integrating photometric scanner (Model OZ 801, Asuka MFG Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Absolute concentrations were estimated by reference to total serum protein levels.

Protein Concentration of Serum——Total protein concentration of serum obtained from rats under various stages of fasting was measured, using Atago Refractometer Model II (Atago Seisakusho Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan).

Volume of Blood Serum——To determine the volume of blood serum, Evan’s Blue dye dilution method with modifications was utilized in this experiment. Approximate 100 mg of Evan’s Blue dye solution of 1.0% was introduced as quick as possible into a right femoral vein. At a given interval of time, an aliquot of 50 μl of blood samples was drawn out into a glass capillary tube through a polyethylene catheter which was placed in a femoral artery and after centrifugation blue color of separated serum was determined spectrophotometrically at wave length of 615 nm using Hitachi Double Beam Spectrophotometer Model 124. From the time course observations of serum concentration of Evan’s Blue dye, circulating serum volume was estimated in the regular manner.

Hematocrit Value——Arterial blood samples were drawn out into a glass capillary tube through a polyethylene catheter placed in a femoral artery and after centrifugation for five minutes at 12000 rpm, the percentage of blood made up of red blood cells was measured, which is called the “hematocrit.” Details are described in the other paper.

Equilibrium Dialysis——In the present work, sulfamethoxazole was employed for the binding test. Determinations of serum protein binding of the drug were performed by suspending sacs made of Visking dialysis tubing which contained 2 ml of a 1: 6 diluted rat serum in 4 ml of 1/15M phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4 with the drug to be tested. Dialysis was carried out for 4 days at 4°C. At the end of the dialysis, an aliquot of buffer solution outside the sac was pipetted to be tested. Concentration of the drug used here was 0.5 mm.

Displacement experiments of sulfamethoxazole (SM) bound to proteins by diphenylhydantoin (DHP) were also carried out in a similar manner except that both drugs were placed together in the phosphate buffer
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solution outside the sac and a percent displacement was calculated as follows: \[ \text{percent bound of SM (alone)} - \text{percent bound of SM (with DPH)} \] + percent bound of SM (alone) \times 100.

Sulfamethoxazole was determined by the colorimetric method as described earlier.\(^9\)

## Results

### Electrophoretic Analysis of Serum Proteins

The results of electrophoretic analyses of serum compositions of rats before and during a certain period of fasting and other hematologic data are summarized in Table I. Concentration of total serum proteins which was a mean value of 6.52% at the pre-fasting stage was progressively decreased with an increasing period of fasting and reached to a mean concentration of 6.08% after the fasting of three days. Volume of circulating serum was also reduced from 6.60 ml to 4.27 ml during the same periods of fasting. This indicated that more than 35% of the initial volume of serum was reduced during the course of three days fasting. This result clearly reflected in a value of hematocrit which changed from an average value of 42.9% at the beginning of the fasting to 54.2% after the three days fasting. The decrease in volume of circulating serum was not limited only in the volume but accompanied in a concentration of components existed in blood serum.

As for each fraction of serum proteins, the concentration of albumin fraction in serum was progressively reduced and the serum A/G ratio was observed to be decreased, where the ratio was referred to a ratio of amount of albumin fraction to that of globulin fraction. Among globulin fraction, the concentration of \(\alpha_1\)-globulin was increased, whereas that of the \(\alpha_2\)-globulin was decreased. The \(\beta\)- and \(\gamma\)-globulins changed in a small extent and some fluctuations were observed in each level during fasting.

Based upon the volume of circulating serum and its fraction’s concentration shown in Table I, fasting-induced changes in the total amount of
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each composition of circulating serum were estimated and the results calculated were graphically represented in Fig. 1. Three-day-fasting caused a significant decrease in the albumin fraction, α2-, β- and γ-globulin fractions. Concerning the albumin fraction, about 45% of the initial amount was lost through the period of fasting, whereas total globulins were lost only by about 37% through the same period. This indicated that albumin fraction rather than globulins was more severely affected by the fasting and this was clearly supported by changes of the serum A/G ratio given in Table I.

**Serum Binding of Sulfamethoxazole**

An effect of fasting-induced changes in the compositions of circulating serum proteins as described above was investigated with attention to protein binding of a drug. Binding studies were made at sulfamethoxazole level of 0.5 mM with an *in vitro* equilibrium dialysis method. The results expressed in terms of percent drug bound, are presented in Table II. Percentages of sulfamethoxazole bound showed a tendency to decrease slightly with increasing periods of fasting, probably due to a decrease in the concentration of serum albumin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% bound of SM</th>
<th>%displaced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SM alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fasted</td>
<td>20.4±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-day-fasted</td>
<td>19.2±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-day-fasted</td>
<td>19.5±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-day-fasted</td>
<td>18.9±0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures were means and standard deviations of values in four rats.  

Discussion

Serum binding of the drug in the presence of another drug, diphenylhydantoin which is known to bind to a great extent to serum proteins\(^{(10)}\) and seems to serve as a displacing drug, appeared to be similar to that of the drug alone, that is, the fraction of sulfamethoxazole bound was decreased with an increased time of fasting. However, a displacement of sulfamethoxazole by the same concentration of diphenylhydantoin increased progressively from a mean value of 12.7 to 15.9%. These results suggested that there might bring about a change in the capacity of serum proteins to sulfamethoxazole because of the co-existence of diphenylhydantoin with a strong binding affinity to proteins and/or that the capacity might be decreased gradually with an increased periods of fasting in rats.

**Discussion**

Electrophoretic inspections of serum proteins obtained from a patient are of most value in clinical medicine because a certain kind of electrophoretic pattern often leads to a certain disease.\(^{(11)}\) Besides, electrophoretic data obtained from a subject are sometimes useful to estimate a change of his condition. In laboratory experiments as well, electrophoretic technique is considered to be efficient to have a knowledge about hematological condition of a subjected animal. In the course of our experiments, much attentions were being denoted to investigating a relation between fasting and drug transfer in body with experimental animals, and so electrophoretic inspec-
phoretic investigations of serum proteins of fasted rats were carefully undertaken in the present work.

Malnutrition is said to result a fall of serum albumin since circulating serum albumin is in general consumed as an energy source.\(^{12}\) Fasting may be considered as an extreme case of a malnutrition, that is, a condition deprived of any nutritional substance from the outside of body. Therefore, a similar phenomena might be expected in fasted rats, too. In Table I and also in Fig. 1 are shown our results obtained. In Table I, a reduced concentration of serum albumin induced by fasting is presented to be apparently dependent on the duration of the fasting and further, in Fig. 1, total amount of albumin in the circulation is obvious to decrease progressively with increasing periods of fasting.

On the other hand, a serum A/G ratio is clinically known to be sensitive indicator to estimate a nutritional state and in general the ratio is reported to be in a low level in malnourished patients.\(^{13}\) Concerning the fasted rats, our results indicated the ratio being lowered by the fasting. The serum A/G ratio is, however, dependent on relative amounts of both albumin and globulin fractions and so attentions must be given to the fact that either fraction was more severely affected by the fasting. In the present case, albumin fraction rather than globulins was observed to be more labile to fasting because percent decrease of total amount of albumin in the circulation, 44.9\%, was larger than that of globulins, 37.0\%. This phenomenon was fundamentally coincident with results reported by other investigators in the experimental animals.\(^{3,14}\)

It goes without saying that albumin is one of the most essential compositions for the organisms to maintain its internal fluid environment in an appropriate condition. Now, there might occur an attractive question about a fasting that a fall in the concentration of albumin in blood serum was clearly observed in fasted rats. Judging from an evidence that about seventy-five or more percent of serum oncotic pressure is due to the albumin composition of blood serum,\(^{16}\) a fall in the concentration might be associated with a reduction in the serum oncotic pressure and therefore might be extremely unfavorable for keeping the body fluid environment in the required constant condition. However, osmotic pressure of the extra-vascular fluids is said to be severely regulated within body and it should be true in fasted rats, too. In this point, an attention was concentrated on an evidence that \(\alpha_1\)-globulin level in blood serum increased progressively with an increasing period of fasting, in contrast to a decreased concentration of albumin. As \(\alpha_1\)-globulin can be thought to play a part in the maintenance of serum oncotic pressure, probably owing to a comparatively low molecular weight,\(^{18}\) a fall in the serum oncotic pressure due to a decreased albumin might be effectively compensated by a rise in the fraction of \(\alpha_1\)-globulin in fasted rats.

In the transfer of drugs in body, serum proteins, particularly albumin is most important because of its binding property. Sulfonamides are known to bind mainly to an albumin fraction.\(^{17}\) In this work, albumin fraction was decreased progressively by fasting as presented in Table I, and this suggested that a binding capacity of albumin fraction might be lowered in fasted rats. In fact, this was made sure of in the present investigations of changes in the extent of protein-bound-sulfamethoxazole in fasted rats. Protein binding of sulfamethoxazole was assumed to be mainly dependent on the albumin concentration. However, considering

the results shown in Table II that percent displacement of sulfamethoxazole by diphenylhydantoin tended to increase with an increasing time of fasting, it was suggested that to a certain degree sulfamethoxazole might bind to other proteins besides albumin, and/or that some changes in properties of serum proteins might be brought about in the state of fasting. In fact, a certain kind of sulfonamide was reported to bind not only to albumin but also to other proteins\(^{17b}\) and thyroxine is known to bind to a large extent to a prealbumin and a globulin in analbuminemic patients\(^{18}\) and on the other hand, binding affinity of testosterone to serum proteins was reported to be varied, and dependent on pathological and physiological conditions of patients.\(^{19}\) Accordingly, it was assumed that the binding affinity of sulfamethoxazole might be altered by fasting. But details are not clear and further studies will be required to investigate in details the connection between the drug and other protein besides albumin in fasted rats.

In attempting to grasp a true effect of a drug, it has been often stated in literature and also in drug therapy that attentions must be payed to changes in both pathological and physiological conditions of patients and experimental animals as well. As for the case of fasting mentioned in the present work, fasting lowered, for example, a concentration of serum protein in rats, and this means that a concentration of unbound drug may rise gradually. In general, binding to protein, by decreasing the concentration of free drug in the circulation, lowers the concentration gradient driving the drug out of the circulation and retards its rate of transfer across the capillary to its site of action. In the state of fasting, an opposite phenomena will be expected to occur, that is, by a rise in the concentration of free drug in the circulation, effective drug concentration in its site of action should rise gradually. This may be true because, in the intestinal drug absorption experiments reported previously,\(^{9}\) blood concentration of a drug was observed to be higher in the fasted rat than the non-fasted control although percent absorbed of the drug from intestine was rather lower as compared to the non-fasted. Accordingly, it might be assumed that free drug concentration should have a tendency to rise in the fasted rats. These suggest that less amount of drug introduced ordinarily into blood might be enough to be effective therapeutically in the state of fasting. In future, investigations about the drug transfer in body under a physiologically abnormal state as the result of a certain disease will be of value to look for a more effective dosage schedule.
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